This schedule provides another option for residential households with solar energy systems.

The total rates presented reflect the UDC rates associated with service under Schedule DR-SES and the generation rates associated with Schedules EECC and DWR-BC. The UDC rate-by-rate components presented are associated with service under Schedule DR-SES as presented in the utility’s tariff book.

Schedule DR-SES (GF) - DOMESTIC TIME-OF-USE FOR HOUSEHOLDS WITH A SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM Effective 11/1/2018

This schedule provides another option for residential households with solar energy systems.

The total rates presented reflect the UDC rates associated with service under Schedule DR-SES and the generation rates associated with Schedules EECC and DWR-BC. The UDC rate-by-rate components presented are associated with service under Schedule DR-SES as presented in the utility’s tariff book.